
still possess the software for starboard
controls.

Second Place
HSV GTS R 300

Were it not for some easily fixed defi-
ciencies in quality and refinement, the
HSV would likely have edged out the M5
in this test and sparked an ugly brawl in
Backfires.

Here’s why: Apex to apex, the Holden
proved to be more fun in an alpine fracas.
The steering felt more communicative than
the M5’s, the driver more connected to the
front wheels. The body stayed planted, and

the rear semi-trailing arms remained
unflappable, even during lift-throttle
horseplay certain to provoke oversteer.
Throttle-on oversteer was more accessible
and controllable.

In short, the Holden felt livelier and
more willing for a hard thrash than the M5.
It was a turnaround performance over the
previous day’s, when the GTS R posted
slower numbers in lapping and the lane-
change maneuver. At maximum grip, the
steering had an unsettling two-stage
delivery, offering a heart-stopping moment
of nothing before the turn-in. In tight cor-
ners the inboard rear Bridgestone S0-2

unloaded enough to spin, making quick
exits a challenge.All GTS Rs are supposed
to have a Hydratrak limited-slip device in
the differential, but ours felt as if it were
either missing or on strike.

The cast-aluminum small-block also
proved a little outclassed at the track,
betrayed in part by the HSV’s taller
gearing in first and second and a heavy,
reluctant shifter just this side of awful. The
redhead delivered little excitement for the
first half of the journey to the 6100-rpm
fuel cutoff (a rankling 500 rpm shy of the
posted redline!) and couldn’t power out of
“park ’em” hairpins like the BMW could.
It was no surprise that the acceleration
times were thus off the M5’s, by 0.6
second to 60 mph and 0.5 to the quarter-
mile, even though the 3820-pound HSV is
200 pounds lighter.

A ranking GM engineer said the moth-
ership offered HSV the Corvette Z06’s fab-
ulous 405-hp LS6 engine but couldn’t
deliver it in time for the GTS R 300’s
launch, which is why HSV turned to Call-
away. A prudent decision then, perhaps,
but one that should be reconsidered now
that the stronger-feeling LS6 is in stores.
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transmission/
thgiewbruc/1:soitarraegtenEAS,ecirp

,noitubirtsid,thgiew/hpm,deepstsetmumixam;euqrot/rewop/esab
as tested* engine weight/power axle ratio:1 pounds % front/rear

BMW 3.84/7.150204/launamdeeps-6/mpr0066@phb493niuc203,8-Vevlav-23CHOD/115,37$
M5 $74,733 (4941cc), aluminum block and heads, 368 lb-ft @3800 rpm; 4.23, 2.53, 1.67, 1.23, 1.00, 0.83/

Siemens MSS 5.2 engine-control 10.2 lb/bhp 39, 65, 99, 134, 156, 156/
51.3noitcejnileuftrophtiwmetsys

HSV 6.74/4.250283/launamdeeps-6/mpr0006@phb204niuc643,8-Vevlav-61dorhsup/100,84$
GTS R 300 $50,362 (5665cc), aluminum block and heads, 376 lb-ft@ 4800 rpm; 2.66, 1.78, 1.30, 1.00, 0.74, 0.52/

(Australia) GM/HSV engine-control system with 9.5 lb/bhp 43, 64, 88, 114, 154, 160/
19.3noitcejnileuftrop

*BMW as-tested price includes U.S. luxury tax of $1413; Holden price includes Australian luxury tax of $3580.
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acceleration, seconds

braking, roadholding,
0–60 0–100 0–150 street start, top gear, top gear, top speed, 70–0 mph, 300-foot
mph mph mph 1/4-mile 5–60 mph 30–50 mph 50–70 mph mph feet skidpad, g

BMW 4.7 11.2 27.7 13.2 @ 5.0 7.7 6.4 156 165 0.83
M5 )denrevog(hpm901

HSV 5.3 12.6 34.7 13.7 @ 5.7 12.3 12.5 160 174 0.85
GTS R 300 )denrevog(hpm501

*estimatedC
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HSV GTS R
Highs: Friskier in the hills than
the M5, the best seats in any

GM product anywhere.

Lows: The fact that we can’t
buy one, a balky shifter,

some cheap bits.

The Verdict: We’d rather have
this “Cadillac” than the one

GM entered at Le Mans.
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With the volume turned down a notch
for public roads, the HSV came into its
zone of harmony. The pieces began
working together to attack and conquer
corners, and the car felt smaller than the
M5 and easier to place with confidence.
Unlike many slammed tuner jobs, the ride
was firm but absorptive. All but the most
serious shocks faded to tremors at the seat
and steering wheel and never upset the car.

“It’s quieter and more sophisticated as
a grand tourer than the hot-rod graphics
would suggest,” Winfield summed up.

We winced at the interior’s acres of
hard plastic, some of it an odd shade of
metallic blue, but bore in mind the HSV’s
reduced price. Persistent wind noise was
the inevitable consequence of indifferently
applied door seals. The Xanadu interior
colors weren’t to everyone’s taste, but the
elaborately contoured buckets were
unquestionably the best chairs ever expe-
rienced in a GM product. Lateral move-
ment was negligible, and extended visits
left both the spine and pelvis feeling pam-
pered. The back seat offered the comfort
of a leather couch and made the M5’s seem
almost like a phone booth for pygmies.

The GTS R is no M5, but it’s closer in
constitution than anything we’ve driven
and anything we ever expected to drive
from General Motors.

First Place
BMW M5

The M5 was looking threatened until
we started tallying the scores for the indi-
vidual categories.

Let’s start with the engine.
It’s a cold-cock wallop for the BMW.

The S62 V-8 compensates for its lack of
cubes with gizmology, notably the variable
valve timing. It helps the M5 deliver deep

slugs of power at all points on the rev range
with no disabling ruts, as in the HSV. The
extra 900 rpm of usable revs didn’t hurt,
either, and there’s still some living to do if
you’ve never experienced 7000 rpm ulu-
lating from the M5’s quadraphonic
tailpipes.

The transmission category also had to
go to the BMW’s buttery ZF box, espe-
cially since the HSV’s unwilling Tremec
was pale competition. However, like some
BMWs these days, the M5 requires con-
centration to operate smoothly because of
the reluctance of the engine to spool down
between shifts, possibly a result of the
electronic throttle trying to control emis-
sions.

Although both cars offered progressive,
effective brakes, the BMW’s vented discs
never showed the creeping fade the HSV’s
drilled rotors acquired after repeated hard
hits. Handling scores came down to a
wash. Even though all parties agreed the
HSV was honey in the mountains, its mis-
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interior volume,
dimensions, inches fuel noisnepsusteefcibuc

,knat-leehw brakes,
seritraer/tnorfraertnorfknurtraertnorfsnollagthgiehhtdiwhtgnelesab

111.4 188.3 70.9 55.6 18.5 51 41 11 ind, strut located by 1 ind, 1 control arm and 2 lateral vented disc/ Michelin
diagonal link and 1 lateral links per side, coil springs, vented disc; Pilot Sport;
link, coil springs, anti-roll bar anti-lock F: 245/40ZR-18,

81-RZ53/572:Rlortnocrablloritna

109.8 193.6 71.8 55.3 19.8 57 52 17 ind, strut located by 1 ind, 1 semi-trailing arm and 1 vented disc/ Bridgestone
control arm and 1 diagonal toe-control link per side, coil vented disc; S0-2,
link, coil springs, springs, anti-roll bar anti-lock 235/40ZR-18

lortnocrablloritna

1.1-mile emergency-
interior sound level, dBA fuel economy, mpg

road course, lane-change full 70-mph 70-mph EPA EPA C/D 350-
lap time/mph maneuver, mph idle throttle cruising coasting city highway mile trip

1:06.78/ 61.5 46 76 65 63 13 21 12
59.3

1:07.03/ 60.6 53 79 68 68 14* 26* 11
59.1

BMW M5
Highs: Only Enzo’s heirs build
a sweeter V-8, fluid controls,

a blue-chip choice
no one will question.

Lows: Feels spongier over
the mountains, a price fit

for a prince.

The Verdict: It’s better,
but only just.
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